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WHERE WOULD THE SOYBEANS BE TODAY WITHOUT OIL IN 
AN UPTREND? 

Posted on 12/2/2015 7:11:36 AM 

  

WE HAVE A VERY GOOD HEDGING DEPARTMENT HEADED BY TED SEIFRIED. WHY NOT TALK TO HIM OR 
ANY OF OUR OTHER HEDGING BROKERS. NO ONE WILL PRESSURE YOU AND WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO 
LOSE?  I'VE BEEN A LICENSED FUTURES BROKER FOR OVER 41 YEARS AND TRUST NO ONE MORE THAN 
TED AND HIS GROUP.  

   

Higher closes for oats, corn, soybeans, soybean meal and soybean oil while lower for rough rice, Minneapolis, 
Kansas City and Chicago wheat. These continue to be difficult times for hedgers and speculators in the grain 
complex.  Do you hedge or cash forward wheat, corn or beans at their present levels? I don't think anyone has the 
answers right now but there are ways of protecting yourself no matter which way the market goes. That's why I 
strongly recommend talking to a broker in our hedge department. I would be happy to set you up with one our 
qualified brokers to determine what strategy is best for you. You won't have to worry about dealing with a plethora of 
phone calls either because The Zaner Group (one of the oldest privately owned IBs) doesn't operate that way. The 
wheat complex continues to be in a long term downtrend and now Chicago has been dropping faster than 
Minneapolis and KC putting them closer in line. Looking at the charts below, you can see how weak this complex 
actually is. I've been preaching the obvious for so long now that I'm running out of ways to say the same thing! 
Minneapolis made a contract low and close on November 18th and yet still has gained around 35 cents on Chicago 
since Nov. 5th. Minneapolis has its nearest resistance around 520 dropping since the beginning of July. KC had the 
same contract lows on Nov. 27th and 30th which is called a DOUBLE BOTTOM for what it's probably worth. I see its 
closest resistance around 490 and has gained 24 cents on Chicago. Chicago gave me a SELL SIGNAL on Nov. 
27TH and, as mentioned above, has been falling faster than Minneapolis and KC which only puts it more in line 
historically. Oats continue to move higher giving me a BUY SIGNAL today (12/1) with its highest high since Sept. 
16th and best close since August 20th. A close over 240, though, would be best and help confirm my buy signal. Now 
I see a ton of support from 235 down to around 220.  Rice (worst low and close in a month) seems to be forming a 
major top and looks like it's breaking out of a possible BEAR TRIANGLE to the downside at this time. Continue to 
keep an eye on 1160 and1240. Corn had a KEY REVERSAL on Nov.16th which it continues to hold with its best high 
and close in around three weeks. Still, during this time, corn's range has only been eleven cents! I had expected 
better from corn going into the new year and have been obviously wrong so far. All soybean bulls should say thanks 
for oil's continued uptrend. Where would the beans be today without it? With that being said the beans made their 
best high and close in a month but are now in strong looking resistance. They also has been holding their key 
reversal from Nov. 23rd so far. Meal continues to look weak but at least has been consolidating over the last several 
sessions and did have its best high since Nov. 13th. Major resistance looms above 300 while the meal continues to 
help weigh down the bean complex. I still need to see a close over 320 to at least remove my sell signal. The problem 
for me is seeing more strength in oil than meal which normally doesn't help the beans as much as the other way 
around. Oil just gave me a BUY SIGNAL with its highest high and close since the middle of August moving steadily 
higher since Nov.16th and closing over 2950 for a possible change in direction. There is now good looking support 
under 2900. BUY SIGNALS FOR OATS AND SOYBEAN OIL. SELL SIGNALS FOR MINNEAPOLIS, KANSAS CITY 
AND CHICAGO WHEAT ALONG WITH ROUGH RICE, CORN, SOYBEANS AND SOYBEAN MEAL.  For additional 
charts, quotes, news, commentary & more, sign up for a FREE 30 -day trial to markethead.com.
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